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1 Introduction 

The main problem in the description of the higher spin particles is removing of un
physical degrees of freedom from the theory. As was shown in [1], the corresponding 
lagrangian must have some invariance, which generalizes the gauge invariance of the 
electromagnetic field not only in the free case, but for interacting fields, as welL 

On the free level such lagrangians was constructed both for massive and for 
massless particles of any spin as well as for massless supermultiplets [2]-[10]. In some 
sense the massless case is simpler and, hence, more investigated than the massive 
one. The hope is, that with the help of some Higgs- type effect some of the interacting 
particles acquire nonzero values of the mass. 

In general the lagrangians for higher spins include additional fields. Some of 
them are auxiliary, others can be· gauged away. The main role of these fields is 
to ensure, that only physical degrees of freedom are propagating ones. It means, 
that the basic field describes irreducible representation of the Poincare group - it is 
traceless, transverse and satisfies mass shell equation. 

Naturally higher spin particles arise after quantization of classical extended ob
jects such as string, relativistic oscillator [11]- [12], discrete string [13] etc. Physically 
they correspond to exited levels of the system and belong to Regge trajectories, eaCh 
including infinite sequence of states with a spin linearly depending on the square of 
the mass. There are infinite number of Regge trajectories in the string and relativis
tic oscillator models and only one such trajectory in the discrete string model due 
to existing of additional second-class constraints. Such subdivision of all higher spin 
particles on Regge trajectories leads to the consideration of these Regge trajectories 
as independent objects for which it would be interesting to construct the lagrangian 

description. 
One of the most economic and straightforward method of construction of 1~

grangians for systems with constraint.s is the method using BRST -charge of the cor
responding firstly quantized theory. With the help of ERST-charge the lagrangians 
for the free field theory for particular values of spins [16] and for infinite tower of 
massless higher spin particles were constructed [15]. The analogous consideration for 
the massive fields is hampered by the presence of the second class constraints. The 
methods of converting them into the first class constraints with the help of additional 
variables were discussed in [17]-[18]. Nevertheless, the strightforward application of 
this approach to the massive higher spins leads to the non-local lagrangian [19]. 

In the second part of the paper we describe the auxiliary Fock space and system 
of constraints in it which follow from the consideration of some classical models of 

extended objects. 
In the third part of the paper we describe the massless case of [15] in D + 1 

dimensions which is the starting point for the consequent consideration. After that 
we fulfil the dimensional reduction from D + 1 dimensional to D dimensional space 
time. Formally it looks like some unitary transformation. As a result, the correct 
local free field lagrangian for Regge trajectory together with its daughter trajectories 
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is constructed. 
In the fourth part of the paper we write out as examples the lagrangians for lower 

spins S = 0, 1, 2. 

2 Constraints in auxiliary space 

To describe all higher spins simultaneously it is convenient to introduce auxiliary 
Fock space generated by creation and annihilation operators at, all with vector Lor 
entZ index t-t = 0, 1, 2, ... D- 1, satisfying the following commutation relations 

[aM atJ = -gil,_,, gil,_, = diag(l, -1, -1, ... , -1 ). (2.1) 

In addition the operators a!, all can have some internal indices leading to more 
complicated sp'ectrum of physical states. For simplicity we consider in this paper 
at, all without additional indices. 

The general state of the Fock space 

]<!>) = 2::<1>~~~, • .(x)a!,a!, · · · a!JO) · (2.2) 

depends on space-time coordinates Xp and its components c»~~t2 ••• J.Ijx) are tensor 
fields of rank n in the space-time of arbitrary dimension D. The norm of states in 
this Fock space is not positively definite due to the minus sign in the commutation 
relation (2.1) for time components of creation and annihilation operators. It means 
that physical states must satisfy some constraints to have positive norm. These 
constraints arise naturally in the considerations of classical composite systems [12]
[13]. The corresponding quantum operators 

Lo 

£2 

form the algebra 

2 , + L -pll - o: all all, 1 = pl-'aJ.I, 

1 _1++-+ 2a11aM L-2 - 2a 11 a~t - L2 

L-1 = plla! = L{, 

[Lo , L±t] = 'f<>' £±1 [Lo , L±2J = '!'2<>' £±2 

[£, , L2] = -L1 [L, , £ 2] = £ 1 

[£, , L 1] = -p. 2 [£2 . L_2J = + D 
-a!, a~-'+ 2::;:::; Go 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

The operatcirs Lo, L1 , L2 correspond to the mass shell, transversality and traceless
ness conditions on the wavefunctions. The operators L1 , £_1 and L2 , L-2 are of 
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second class and in general this system of constraints describes single Regge trajec

tory [12]-[14]. 
There exist some different possibilities in consideration of general system of con

straints (2.3)-(2.4). The truncated system Lo,L±t describes Regge trajectory to
gether with its daughter trajectories. The operators L±1 in this system are of second 
class as before. We describe the BRST - quantization of this system in the third 

part of the article . 
The limit o:' = 0 of the system (2.3) corresponds to the massless infinite tower 

of spins with a single state at each value of the spin. In this case only the operators 
L±2 are of second class. The BRST - quantization of this system as well as general 
system (2.3)-(2.4) will be given elsewhere. 

The simplest system of first-class constraints 

Lo = -p11
2

, L±1 (2.10) 

corresponds to the massless tower of spins infinitely degenerated at each value of spin. 
The BRST - construction for this system of constraints was described in [15]-[16], 

3 Massless case and dimensional reduction· 

In this section we consider the system with constraints 

L 
_ 2 I + 

o- -p11 - o: a1-1-a1-1- + o:o, LI = P~ta~t, + L-1 = P~ta~t' (3.1) 

where parameter a 0 plays the role of intercept for Regge trajectory. In some sense 
this system is intermediate between the systems in [15] and [14] because it describes 
the Regge trajectory together with all daughter trajectories (due to the absence of 
the constraints L±2 ). The commutation relation [L1 , L_l] = -P~t 2 

means that L±1 

are the second class constraints . To construct the BRST - charge we can try to 
convert them into the first class constraints following the prescription of [17]- [18]. 
We introduce new operators band b+ with the commutation relations [b, b+]:;::: 1 and 
modify the constraints to the following expressions: 

io 2 I + 'b+b -P~t -a a11 a~t + o:o +a , 

L, £_, + JP;;b+, 

i, = £, + JP;;b, 

[i1 ,L1] = 0, [io,it] = -di, [io,L,] = cr'L,. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3:5) 

All of the modified constraints are of first class and BRST - charge construc
tion is straightforward [19}. Nevertheless, the corrresponding lagrangian is not sat

isfactory one. Indeed, it is non-local due to presence of JP;; in the definitions 
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of constraints L±t· The natural way out of this difficulty is to replace ;:;:; by 

.j-clata~ + a 0 + a 1b+b, having new system of constraints with rather nontrivial 

commutation relations due to such complicated dependence from creation and anni
hilation operators. 

The simplest way to construct BRST - charge with corresponding constraints is 
as follows. Firstly we consider massless case in D + 1 dimensions with constraints 

2 2 La = -pll + Pn1 p=0,1 1 ... 1 D-1 1 

Lt = plla~- pnan~ 

L_t = p~a! - pnab. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Following to the standard procedure we introduce additional set of anticommuting 
variables ?Jo, 1]1 ; TJ{ having ghost number one and corresponding momenta Po, Pj, P1 
with commutation relations: 

{ ryo, Po} = {ry" Pi} = {ry{, P,} = 1. (3.9) 

The nilpotent BRST - charge has the following form: 

Q = ryoLo + ry{ L, + ry,Li + ry,ry{Po (3.10) 

Consider the total Fock space generated by creation operators a!, ab, TJ{, Pj. In 
addition each vector of the Fock space depends linearly on the real grassmann variablE"" 
7fo (Po considered as corresponding derivative Po= 8j{hJo) 

lx) = lx,) + ryolx2l· (3.11) 

Ghost numbers of lx1 ) and lx2) are different if the state lx) has some definite one. 
The BRST - invariant lagrangian in such Fock space can be' written as 

L = - j dryo(xiQix). (3.12) 

To be physical, lagrangian L must have zero ghost number. It means that vectors 
lx) and lx,) have zero ghost numbers as well. In this case the ghost number of lx2) 
is minus one. The most general expressions for such vectors are 

lx,) 

lx2) 

IS,)+ ry{PiiS2), 
PiiS3), 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

with vectors lSi) having ghost number zero and depending only on bosonic creation 

operators a!, ab 

IS)-" o~.n (x)a+ a+ a+ (a+)"IO) ~ - L...J 'f'~l>~l, .. ·J.l.n ~~ ~l, .. ~n D · (3.15) 
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Integration over the J}o gives the following expression for the lagrangian in terms 

of IS,) 

L (Sdp,.'IS,)- (S2Ip,,'IS2)- (S3IIS3) + 
(SdLiiS3) + (S31LdS,)- (S,IL,IS3)- (S3ILiiS2). 

(3.16) 

The nil potency of the BRST - charge leads to the invariance of the lagrangian 

(3.12) under the following transformations 

81\) = QIA). (3.17) 

The parameter of transformation must have ghost number -1 and can be written as 
lA) = P;"I.A), where I.\) belong to the Fork space generated by a!,a!J and depends 
from thE"" space - time coordinates. 

llsing together this invariance and equations of motion for the fields ]Si) onE"" 
can show , that the lagrangian (3.27) describes the infinite number of higher spin 
massless particles with infinite multiplicity at each value of spin (15]. 

To obtain the description of the Regge trajectory in D dimensions one CR;n make 
use of the dimensional reduction procedure to the D + 1 dimensional massless la
grangian. The masslessness condition in D + 1 dimensions is 

2 2 
P"- PD = 0. (:l.l8) 

After the fixing pv = m with some arbitrary paramE""ter m this equation dE""scribes 
massive particle. In principle rn can depE""ml from the spin of particle, leading t-o the 

Regge trajectory. 
To describe the linear Regge trajectory we fix the following .rn dependence of the 

Fock space vector lx) in (3.12): 

1\) = eorp(ia'DM~ata,, + a!JaD + ryiP, + Pir1,) + ool\') ~ Ul\') 

The result of the substitution of (3.19) in the expression (3.12) is 

Where 

L = - j drlo(x'IQix'), 

Q = 'lo(Lo + a'(r1iP, + Pir/1)) + 'li(L, + PiX111aD) + 
+(Li + a1Jr1i XP,)ry, + 'llryiPo 

with the following notations used 

L• 2 '( + + ) o = -pl-l- +a -a 1,a,, + a0 an + Cl'o 

l 1 = p1,a1,- ..jo'( -at a,,+ at)av) +a'+ o0 an 
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lj = p1,a~- abJo:'( -ata1, + afjav) + o:' +no (3.24) 

X= -Vd ( J-atav. + abav + :~ + 2- J~atav. + a1Jav + :~ + 1) (3.25) 

The commutator of constraints (3.23) and (3.24) has rather complicated form: 

[L. L.+J L. ' +xL· L·+x +x·' t. 1 = o +a + av 1 + 1 av +aD av. (3.26) 

The new BRST ~ charge Q (3.21) is nilpotent due to unitarity of the transformation 
Q = u-1QU. Our choice of square root dependence in the exponent in (3.19) leads, 
as we will see later 1 to the linear Regge trajectory. Replacement of this square root 
by any other function consistently gives Regge trajectory with more compliCated 
dependence between spin and mass. The nil potency of the BRST - charge evidently 
does not depend from the choice of this function. 

In terms of ]S',) the lagrangian (3.20) has the folloqing form: 

L = -(51 ]i0 ]51) + (5,](io + 2a')l52 ) + (51 ]ij]5,) + (53]i,]5,)-

(S,](i, + Xav)]S3)- (S3](ij + aj;X)]S,)- (53]].5'3)· (3.27) 

The correswponding equations of motion are: 

Lo]S,)- Lj]S3) = o, 
(io + 2a')]52)- (i1 + Xav)]53) = 0, 

- - + + ]S3)- Lt]S,) + (L1 + a0 X)IS,) = 0. 

The transformation law 6]x') = Q]A) has the following component form: 

6]5,) = Li ].>,), 

6]5,) = (i1 +X aD)]>,), 

6].5'3) = (io + a')]A). 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

One can show that using together (3.31) and equations of motion for the fields 
]S,) one can eliminate the fields ].5'2) and ]53). Firstly we solve the equation 

].5'3) + (io + a')]A) = 0 (3.34) 

using decompositions 

].5',) = l)aj;)"]Sin), ].>,) = l)aj;)"]An)· (3.35) 

The equation (3.34) does not fix parameter ].>,) completely. There will be residual 
in variance with parameter j>.'} under the condition 

(io +a')].>,')= 0. (3.36) 
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After the elimination of the field ].5'2 ) with the help of the equation ].5'2) + (i1 + 
X aD )]A') = 0, which is consistent with the equations (3.29) and (3.36), the new 
parameter].>,") will satisfy two conditions (i0 +a')l.>,") =(it +X aD)]>,")= 0. With 
the help of this parameter all fields ].5'1n), except ]Sw) can be eliminated as well. It 
means that only [510) under conditions· 

Lo]S,) = 0, L,]St) = 0 (3.37) 

is a physical field. The second condition kills negative norm states of the Fock space. 
The first one - the mass shell condition - fixes the linear dependence between masses 
and spins of physical states. . 

In general the Fock space vectors [x} and 1x'} have complex vawefunctions. In 
the massless case one can impose the following reality conditions consistent with the 
equations of motion and transformation law (3.17): the coefficients in ].5'1 ) and ]52 ) 

are real as opposite to the coefficients in [S3) and [.\}, which are purely imaginary. 
The transformation (3.19), due to its complexity destroys such reality conditions for 
the massive case. 

4 Examples 

The total lagrangian (3.27) describes all spins from zero to infinity. The maximal 
spin at the level m 2 = a 0 +na/ is n. Due to luck of the tracelessness constraint, there 
are also spins n- 2, n - 4 ... on this leveL The part of the lagrangian describing 
this level contains fields in ].5'1), ]S,) and ].5'3) with n, n- 2 and n- 1 total numbers 
of creation operators at and afj. In this chapter we describe three simplest cases 
n = 0, 1, 2. 

For n = 0 the only field 
]S,)o = A]O) 

gives contribution to the lagrangian: 

L = -A8"2A- a0 A2 

Obviously it describes spinless particle with m 2 = a 0 • 

For n = 1 corresponding fields are: 

]S,)t = (A"a! + iAajj)]O) and ]S3)o = iC]O) 

The lagrangian 

L = A.8/ A.- A8/ A+ (a'+ ao)A.'- (a'+ ao)A2
-

c'- 2,j(a' + ao)CA + ca"A"- A"a"c 
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is invariant under the following gauge transformations 

oA" = a.>. 
8A = -)oi + ao>. 

8C = (a/+ a'+ ao)>. 

leading on mass shell to the equations 

A= C = 0, avAv =(a~+ a'+ ao)A. = 0. 

The corresponding formulas for n = 2 are: 

ISr), = (Apvatat + 2iApata1J + Aa1Ja1J)IO) 

ISz)o = BID) 
IS3)t = (iC"at + Ca!,)iO) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

( 4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
(4.10) 

(4.11) 

L = -2Avpa/ Avp- 2(2a' + ·ao)Av/ + 4Ava.' Av + 4(2a' + ao)A/-

2Aa/ A- 2(2a' + a 0 )A2 + Ba/ B + (2a' + ao)B
2

- C' + C/-

2Cva"A"" + 2Av"a"C" - 2Ca"A" + 2A"a"C- 4)2a' + aoC A+ 
. 4)2a' + a0C"A" + Ba"C"- C"a"B + 2)20<' + aoBC (4.12) 

The gauge transformations with the parameter i>.) = (i>..a! + >.a1J)IO) give: 

for ISr), : 

for ISz)o: 

and for IS3)t: 

I 
8Apv = 2( ap>.v + av>-.), 

28A" = -a.>. - )2a' + ao>-., 

8A = -v2a' + ao>., 

8B = -a.>-.- V2cT + ao>., 

8C" = ( av 2 + 2a' + ao)>.., 
8C = (av'+2a'+ao)A. 

After the gauge fixing the only nonvanishing field is A1w under conditions 

(a;+ 2a' + ao)Apv = 0, avApv = 0. 

Such equations describe simultaneously spin 2 and spin 0 particles. 
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0.13) 

(4.1~ 

0.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 
¢ 

~ 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we have applied the BRST approach to the description of the free 
Reggc trajectory. The corresponding BRST - charge \vas constructed with the help 
of dimensional reduction method. The resulting spectrum contains reducible rep
resentations of the Poincare group at each mass level due to luck of tracelessness 
constraint. It means that daughter trajectories also belong to the spectrum. The 
modification of the BRST approach to the single Regge trajectory will be given 
elsewhere. 
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